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The aim of the Australasian
Arachnological Society is to
promote interest in the ecology,
behaviour and taxonomy of
arachnids of the Australasian region.
Membership, which covers four
issues of Australasian Arachnology,
is open to all who have an interest
in arachnids. Membership is
$20AU. To join, renew or update
your member profile visit www.
australasianarachnologicalsociety.
org
Our newsletter Australasian
Arachnology ISSN 0811-3696 is
scheduled to appear three times a
year. Previous issues are available to
members at the society website via
their login. Back issues are available
to non members 12 months after
publication date.
Australasian Arachnology
welcomes contributions from all
who have an interest in arachnids.
Please send articles to newsletter@
australasianarachnologicalsociety.
org
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2019 has been a far busier year than the frequency of the
appearance of Australasian Arachnology would suggest. It
was our intention to get a newsletter out soon after the highly
successful and hugely important 21st International Congress
of Arachnology in Christchurch, in February 2019. Carpé
diem, as the saying goes. Due to the usual excuses, the day
wasn’t so much seized as let slip through our fingers.
It wasn’t long after that when we felt an even more urgent
need for a newsletter to alert people to a long-awaited meeting
of the Australasian Arachnological Society. This event, which
will soon be upon us, is taking place in conjunction with
meetings of the Australian Entomological Society and the
Society of Australian Systematic Biologists, 1–4 December
2019 at Brisbane Convention and Entertainment Centre. It
will be a red letter event for the Australasian Arachnological
Society, since the previous meeting was way back in 2012.
After a stint in Darwin, Spiders The Exhibition, a joint
project between the Australian Museum and Questacon, will
be moving to Queensland Museum on 6 December 2019 for a
five-month season until 4 May 2020. Yet another reason to be
in Brisbane in December.

In this issue we range from Christchurch, New
Zealand to Micronesia for Argiope spp. then back
to Rainbow Beach on Queensland’s sunshine
coast.
2019 Christchurch Congress
Report by Helen Smith ................................................................. 4
Australian Faunal Directory salticids updated
Barry Richardson............................................................................. 9
An unexpected pholcid in the Cairns region
Jim Hackett ...................................................................................... 10
Spidentify: the app
Caitlin Henderson ......................................................................... 12
Australasian Arachnological Society meeting
Keynote by Owen Seeman........................................................ 18
Argiope redux
Graham Winterflood .................................................................. 20

“Christchurch had been
through more than its fair
share of disasters in recent
years, and whilst parts of the
city were full of building and
renovation workings following
the series of earthquakes of
2010 and especially, 2011,
others were open and ready
for business.”
– Helen Smith

All the colours of Rainbow Beach
Robert Whyte................................................................................... 24
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Christchurch Congress: Helen Smith reports

T

he atmosphere in Christchurch was
lovely, bustling with tourists and locals,
and cicadas buzzing in the trees.
Christchurch had been through more than
its fair share of disasters in recent years, and
whilst parts of the city were full of building
and renovation workings following the series of
earthquakes of 2010 and especially, 2011, others
were open and ready for business.
There was plenty to see and do, from
learning about earthquakes and visiting the
cardboard cathedral to the more usual haunts
for an arachnologist among the galleries of the
Canterbury Museum and time spent roaming
the Botanic Gardens.
Two hundred and two delegates and eighteen
accompanying persons travelled from thirty-two
different countries to the Congress.
‘Base’ for the event was the
YMCA, pleasantly located
just across the road from
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the Canterbury Museum and the Christchurch
Botanic Gardens. As folks who were following
the congress circulars will know, this wasn’t in
the original plan. Instead, ‘Plan A’ was for the
whole congress to be held at Lincoln University,
about 15 km southwest of Christchurch city
centre. In a nightmare move for the ICA
organising committee, about six months out,
the uni decided that students would be returning
a week earlier than usual and withdrew the use
of University accommodation. The Organising
Committee, headed by Cor Vink, managed a
spectacular rescue of what could have been
an accommodation fiasco, and negotiated a
split-venue solution that on the whole worked
really well. Accommodation, social events
and morning plenary sessions were held at the
YMCA, then participants were taken by bus to
Lincoln University for coffee and the symposia
and ‘home’ again at 5:30 pm each day.
Events actually kicked-off slightly ahead of

The Organising
Committee, headed by
Cor Vink, managed a
spectacular rescue of
what could have been
an accommodation
fiasco.
the official start of the Congress with a Spider
Trait Network workshop during the day on
Sunday, followed by the usual Welcome Party
on the Sunday evening. The welcome address
at 8:00 am on the Monday morning saw many
bleary-eyed or jet-lagged — but all happy to be
there and eager for the week ahead.
Eileen Hebets had the honour of presenting
the first plenary of the week, with Sensory
systems, learning and communication - insights
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from amblypygids to humans.
Other plenaries (Tuesday, Thursday and
Friday because Wednesday was excursion
day) were given by Martin J. Ramirez Spider
phylogenetics and evolution – beyond the
trees, Klaus Birkhofer Spider communities in
agricultural landscapes – response patterns
and consequences for predation services and
Prashant Sharma The evo-devo spyglass: a
promised renaissance for morphology in an era
of genomes and functional toolkits. After each
plenary we gathered for the bus ride to Lincoln
and morning coffee break.
After coffee on Monday and Tuesday
mornings, invited lectures were given by up
and coming early career researchers, three on
each day. Monday was Chrissie Painting on
The evolution of diverse animal weapons,
Hannah Wood on Evolution of palpimanoid
spiders: bizarre morphologies,
unusual behaviours, and
extreme speeds and
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International arachnologists, outstanding in their field. The post congress excursion group with Fox Glacier and
Mount Cook in the distance john knox

Henrik Krehenwinkel on The promises of next
generation sequencing technology for high
throughput assessment of spider diversity.
On Tuesday we heard from Chris Hamilton
on Arthropod systematics in the age of “big
data” and machine learning, Danilo Harms
Pseudoscorpion research in the 21st century –
discovering the great unknown and Jonas Wolff
on the physical optimum of silk anchors driving
web evolution.

“The programming of
the parallel sessions
gave those with diverse
interests a complex
dance between lecture
theatres.”
6

With 160 talks in total to squeeze into
the four days, the remaining presentations
were run in two parallel sessions. Many talks
were grouped under Symposia headings:
Salticid behaviour, Ecology and evolution,
Island biogeography, Outstanding Opiliones,
Arachnological outreach, Arachnid venoms,
Sexual strategies and reproductive morphology,
Growth, morphogenesis and developmental
genetics and Mygalomorph evolution and
conservation.
As is often the case, the programming of the
parallel sessions gave those with diverse interests
a complex dance between lecture theatres. To
the credit of the moderators, nearly all sessions
were kept to time, so slipping between theatres
worked well. Planning one’s dance for the
day was enabled by a nifty little leaflet-sized
timetable that slipped easily into a pocket. Nice
one!
On Monday evening we gathered at the
YMCA for finger food and poster primers.
Those brave enough had a brief time slot to
say as much as they could about their project
and direct people to the location of their poster

(the 45 posters were up at Lincoln for browsing
during lunch and coffee breaks).
Tuesday evening was the famous Russian
Party. Some wan faces the next day attested to
the success of the night.
Wednesday was excursion day. There were
two trips on offer, one to Hinewai Reserve, and
one to Arthur’s Pass National Park. Hinewai
Reserve is on the Banks Peninsula and is a
privately run reserve. Here limited collecting
was allowed without a permit, so this trip was
popular with those searching for samples of
down-under taxa. Arthur’s Pass was a scenic
trip. Both trips departed a little later than
planned due to the only transport glitch of the
week, when the buses went to Lincoln to pick us
up instead of the YMCA. I went on the Arthur’s
Pass trip. We visited the Castle Hill Rocks first,
named Kura T-whiti by the local Ng-i Tahu,
a fantastic area studded by smooth towering
limestone outcrops. We reached Arthur’s Pass
for lunch and a brief walk and were suitably
wowed by the stunning scenery and beautiful
moist forests.
After the Thursday program, the evening
featured the ISA General Assembly, where ISA
awards were made.
The Simon award 2019 for lifetime
achievement was presented to Jon Coddington
(USA) for his extensive research on spider
systematics and phylogeny, as well as his key
role in the stewardship of our society.
The Bonnet award 2019 for services to the
arachnological community was given jointly to
Wolfgang Nentwig and Christian Kropf (both
Switzerland) for taking over the management
of the World Spider Catalog and overseeing its
transition to the database format – including
links to the taxonomic literature, making it such
an invaluable resource.
The Brignoli award 2019 for an exceptional
piece or body of work was made to Bernhard
Huber (Germany) for his contributions to
the systematics of pholcid spiders. Council
honoured both his phylogenetic studies and his

exceptionally illustrated monographs of these
spiders.
After a brief meal break, the treat of a special
viewing of the documentary Sixteen Legs was
on offer. Narrated by Neil Gaiman, this is a
film by Niall Doran and the Bookend Trust
about the Tasmanian cave spider, Hickmania
troglodytes. This large troglophile is found
only in Tasmania, notable for its cave presence,
where it can make huge sheet webs.
The conference dinner was held on the Friday
evening, again at the YMCA. Unlike many
congresses where dinner is mid week, this timing
meant that everyone had done their talks and
could relax. To top the evening, the congress
awards for student presentations were handed
out.
Systematics, Evolution & Biogeography
Runner Up: Siddharth Kulkarni Big data,
small spiders: analyses of ultraconserved
elements give new perspectives on spider
phylogeny and evolution of miniature
orb-weavers
1st Prize: Caitlin Baker Systematics and
biogeography of Triaenonychidae (Opiliones:
Laniatores) across Zealandia
Poster-Prize: Erika Garcia Investigating
the poly-paraphyly of North American camel
spiders (Solifugae: Eremobatidae: Therobatinae)
and their unique moveable palpal spines
Behaviour & Ecology
Runner Up: Kuang-Ping Yu Remote sensing
derived habitat indices can predict spider species
richness in urbanisation gradient
1st prize: Laura Segura-Hernández Ticklish
females: a sensory structure specialized to sense
male stimuli in Leucauge mariana (Araneae,
Tetragnathidae).
Poster-Prize: Andreas Fischer Spider
women talk – Females of the cobweb spider
Steatoda grossa adjust their web architecture
and web pheromone titre in response to mate
competition
7
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Morphology, Physiology & Silk
Runner Up: Guilherme Gainett How do whip
spiders make their whips? Applying differential
gene expression approaches to identifying
genetic mechanisms
1st Prize: Nicolas Langenegger Spider venom
enzymes and the function of a specific protease
from the venom of the spider Cupiennius salei
Poster-Prize: Emily Setton Embryogenesis in
a Colorado population of Aphonopelma hentzi,
(Girard, 1852) (Araneae, Mygalomorphae,
Theraphosidae), an emerging system for the
study of spider development
On Saturday, many headed off for holidays,
or prepared for their trip home. Forty people
departed on a three-day post-congress
excursion to the west coast of the South Island.
Travelling to Westport via the Lewis Pass and
then Fox Glacier via Punakaiki, Greymouth
and Hokitika, the excursion party returned
to Christchurch via the Hokitika Gorge and
Arthurs Pass. My party went off on our own
travels with family who had flown in during the
week, but we happened to meet the congress
party at Lake Matheson near Fox Glacier. I
know they were having a good time exploring
the unique New Zealand habitats and sights
because Cor commented that trying to keep it
all moving along was ‘like herding cats’!
The congress was a huge success and a
great round of applause is due to Cor Vink,

Peter Michalik and their local organising team
Ximena Nelson, Adrian Paterson, Simon
Pollard, Phil Sirvid and Victoria Smith. The
scientific committee also deserve a mention,
Anita Aisenberg, Miquel Arnedo, Mark Harvey,
Mariella Herberstein, Greg Holwell, Marco
Isaia, Lizzy Lowe, Anne Wignall and Jonas
Wolff. Well done everyone and thank you so
much.
I feel I cannot finish without mentioning the
terrible tragedy in March 2019, not long after
our New Zealand congress. with 49 killed in
mass shooting at two mosques. What can I say?
The news came in like a kick to the guts. I am
sure I speak for all the congress participants in
sending deepest sympathies and applauding the
solidarity and resolution shown by the people of
Christchurch after this horrible event. Despite
the horror, the warm, strong community
vibe the world witnessed will have come as
no surprise to anyone who has visited and
experienced this great city.
Excursion day was hot
and sunny – delegates
streamed towards Castle
Hill Rocks. helen smith

This Porrhothele sp., which
appeared have failed to
moult successfully, was
found at the entrance to
its burrow at Arthurs Pass.
helen smith
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Jumping spider section of the
Australian Faunal Directory updated

T

he Australian Faunal Directory (AFD)
aims to include the valid name and
the available names for each described
species in Australia. Some sections also contain
extensive further information, for example
relating to the types.
The list is significant as it is the source of
names used in Australian legislation at the
Commonwealth, State and Territory levels. It
is also the origin of names used in the Atlas of
Living Australia. Consequently, it should be
used as the source of names when reporting
information on the Australian fauna.
The AFD now has its own web site so that
it is no longer moved each time the structure
of government departments changes. It can be
found at: biodiversity.org.au/afd/home
The entry for the Australian jumping
spiders (family Salticidae) has been updated
to July 2019. As well as the necessary name
information, the location and accession
numbers of types are given. This entry also

Barry Richardson reports
includes as complete a list as possible of all
publications on Australian jumping spiders.
There are now 436 described species, placed
in 90 genera, in the Australian fauna. The
peacock spiders still lead the way with a total
of 81 species. Clearly this is due in part to the
tremendous interest they have aroused and the
ease with which the males of different species
can be detected. It leads to one wondering how
many species there are in other genera where
differences are not so easily detected!
Please let me know of any errors or omissions
so I can correct them in the next version.
Send updates to Barry Richardson, Australian
National Insect Collection, NRCA, Canberra,
Australia, email: barry.richardson@csiro.au

Zenodorus orbiculatus,
From Joel’s Pandanus Site
3, Freshwater 4wd Trackcoastal end S 26°00’08.4”
E 153°08’50.6”, at the May
2019 Cooloola Bioblitz,
this sub adult male
resembles the female
form. Like many jumping
spiders the appearance
of the male of this
species does not change
dramatically until the final
moult. robert whyte
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Something old... something new?
A story of Daddy Long-legs in Queensland rainforest, by Jim Hackett

T

he pholcid genus Micromerys contains
seven species of which six are confined
to Queensland. Four of these are found
around Cairns (Huber 2001, p. 3).
In our rainforest-bordered driveway on a
Cairns hill slope at about 100 m altitude in April
and May 2012 before the dry had properly set
in I encountered on several occasions at night,
what I suggest is a Micromerys, shown here,
dubbed Micromerys sp. A.
A tibia 2 — tibia 4 length ratio of 0.85–0.90
is diagnostic for Micromerys. The value for
the spider here is 0.85. Although Huber (2001)
does not include photographs of live animals, it
reasonable to expect all Micromerys spp. have
abdominal spots as in Whyte and Anderson
2017, p. 206, indicated S here. Micromerys has
six eyes on two lateral triads. Anterior median
eyes are either reduced to patches of pigment as
seen here, or entirely absent (Huber 2001, p. 95).
All this suggested to me that the spider depicted
here is a Micromerys sp.
Between September 1–6, 2012, in our dry, I
observed another spider in our driveway, able to
be reliably viewed each night.
Unlike Micromerys sp. A, in this case the

tibia 2 — tibia 4 length
ratio was approximately
unity which excludes
Micromerys.
Given the length of
the abdomen, the spider
appears to be Calapnita,
of which seven species are
known, from Thailand
and Sumatra to the
Philippines and Sulawesi.
The genus appears to be,
so far, unrecorded from
Australia.
In 2017, Huber
published a monograph
on Calapnita which
encouraged me to review
my 2012 photographs.
My spider lacked
spots on the abdomen,
matching Calapnita
photographs in Huber. Also the egg-sac of my
spider was remarkably long, about the length of
the abdomen, also matching Calapnita.
The six-eyed Calapnita lack pigment in the

Micromerys sp. A from Cairns. T2 refers to start and end of tibia 2. T4 ditto tibia 4. Total body length about 6 mm.
Note the residual pigment spots in the area where anterior median eyes once existed. jim hackett.

Putative Calapnita sp. B, total length including eggmass about 16 mm. Right, tibiae. jim hackett.

anterior median region (Huber 2017, p. 6).
My spider showed no pigment in this region.
Also, Calapnita lacks a fovea, a furrow on the
carapace (Huber 2017, p. 6). The carapace of
my suggested Calapnita seems unfurrowed
(smooth). In summary, the tibia 2—4 ratio, no
abdominal spots, the greatly elongated eggsac and the unfurrowed carapace exclude a
diagnosis of Micromerys and seem to support a
diagnosis of Calapnita.
Borneo has three Calapnita. C. bugis has
crossed the line of Wallace, being present in
Sulawesi (Huber 2017, Fig. 283).
Notably, my putative Calapnita is very similar
to that on the bottom of page 208 of Whyte
and Anderson (2017). That photograph (below)
was taken approximately 80 km north of Cairns
at an altitude of 411 m. Robert Whyte has
acknowledged the photo on page 208 of A Field

Guide to Spiders of Australia is probably also a
Calapnita, despite being previously identified as
Micromerys by the authors.

References:

Huber, B. A. 2001. The pholcids of Australia
(Araneae; Pholcidae): taxonomy, biogeography,
and relationships. Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist.
260: 1–144.
Huber, B. A. 2011. Revision and Cladistic
Analysis of Pholcus and Closely Related Taxa
(Araneae, Pholcidae). Bonner Zoologische
Monographien No. 58. Zoologisches
Forschungmuseum Alexander Koenig, Bonn.
Huber, B. A, 2017. Revision and cladistic
analysis of the Southeast Asian leaf-dwelling
spider genus Calapnita Simon (Araneae,
Pholcidae). Zootaxa 4219 (1): 1–63
Whyte R. and Anderson G. A Field Guide to
Spiders of Australia. CSIRO Publishing, 2017.
Putative Calapnita sp. from A Field Guide to Spiders of
Australia. greg anderson.
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Spidentify

ONE YEAR ON
AND NECK DEEP
IN SPIDERS
I knock on the door. The unmistakable doofing of a
Saturday afternoon party emanates from within. The
door swings open. The young man standing before
me is in good spirits, but slightly bemused by my
sudden appearance.
“Hi,” I say. “I live in the apartment above you. I have
a bit of a weird question. I’ve had a spider I was
photographing escape and there’s a silk line heading
down onto your balcony. Do you think I could take a
look at your pot plants?”
He stares at me. Then his face lights up.
Fortunately, we didn’t lose this frisky little man over the
balcony. Neptune’s Peacock Spider (Maratus neptunus)
showing off the dance moves that have made this group
so popular with the Australian public. alan and caitlin
henderson, minibeast wildlife
12

“Was it a tarantula? I love tarantulas. Everyone is going
to freak. Do you want a beer?”
It wasn’t a tarantula, but he was right. They freaked.
I never found the spider.
13
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K
Spidentify
ONE YEAR ON AND NECK
DEEP IN SPIDERS
Caitlin Henderson

A species we’d never seen
photographed until finding
this individual for Spidentify.
The Leaf-backed St. Andrew’s
Cross (Argiope probata) is
not often seen, but its fellow
Argiope spp. are some of the
most frequently inquired
about groups across
Australia. alan henderson,
minibeast wildlife
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nocking on strangers’ doors to rifle
through their pot plants has honestly
become just another day at the “office”
since I began work on Spidentify. In March this
year, we at Minibeast Wildlife dusted off the
party hats and celebrated the first birthday of
our Australian spider identification app. It’s been
a big year and there’s been a lot to celebrate.
The initial release in 2018 generated all the
usual hysterical headlines (imagine wanting
to identify spiders!) As it turns out, people
do want to. We’ve had great feedback from
users with some definite conversions from
arachnophobe to, at the very least, arachnotolerant. We were also recognised at the 2018
Whitley Awards in the category of digital field
guide, which, alongside A Field Guide to Spiders
of Australia (Whyte & Anderson 2017), meant
our charismatic arachnids were certainly getting
their fair share of the spotlight that night.
If you’re unfamiliar with Spidentify, the app
contains both a tool to help people identify
Australian spiders and a digital field guide.
The project kicked properly into production
in 2016, motivated by the overwhelming
numbers of identification requests arriving at
Minibeast Wildlife each day. To kick things
into production, Alan Henderson (my father)

and I hired a van and drove from Melbourne
to Cairns with one mission: to photograph
every spider we could find on an identificationfriendly white background. What this meant
in practice was six days trapped in an enclosed
space, pulling over to clamber around toilet
blocks, shake bushes vigorously and draw
suspicious onlookers wanting to know why our
torches were flashing on dark side-roads.
On initial release, the app included over
250 species, a combination of the spiders we
encountered on our road trip and years of prior
work by Alan. From our archive of enquiries,
we were able to put together quite an accurate
picture of the most commonly encountered
species in Australia. We used a combination
of machine learning and a high-school of
whiteboards to design a system for helping users
to get from “no idea” to “some better ideas”.
It was an ambitious
project, one constantly
undergoing refinement as
we add to the app and get
feedback from users. It
certainly would have been
easier to release it as a field
guide and leave it at that.
However, nothing is quite
as satisfying as watching a
spider novice tap their way
through our ID tool and
gasp as they are presented
with the name of the
species they were looking
for. It’s a bit like Spidentify
being a magician pulling an
eight-legged rabbit out of a
hat.

Exhausted Hendersons after covering 3560km in six
days, photographing over a hundred spider species for
the app.

Spidentify at the Whitleys!
Dr Lizzy Lowe (left)
presented the certificate
to Caitlin Henderson and
programmer Cameron
Hunt.
15
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Of course, the Spidentify identification tool
has and always will have its limitations. The
sheer number, diversity and minutiae of even the
common spider species in Australia was always
going to turn the challenge up to hard mode.
With the standard digital field-guide always
available to fall back on, we’ve built the ID tool
for a “most of the time” scenario. The most
common spiders, the most common colours,
the most commonly seen gender. It has at times
been difficult to communicate this message to
novice users, who occasionally expect a nearcomplete catalogue of all Australian species
with images for male, female and colour
varieties. If only science had discovered them all
yet!
On our initial release we were further limited,
not by page space, but by storage on the user’s

mobile device. Our first anniversary innovation
was to transfer the bulk of that data off the
device and onto the cloud, which meant that we
were no longer functionally limited by space,
just time and opportunity. We can now add
whole galleries of photos with theoretically all
the variation of the rainbow, which opens us
up to exciting new potential on the road ahead.
It also gives us leeway to continue to catalogue
rarer but fascinating members of Australia’s
spider fauna, working to further combat the
public perception that there are perhaps a total
of 100 spider species, which are all dark, hairy
and deadly.
Of course, while a majority of users
download Spidentify to find out if the spider
in their pantry is of a particularly venomous
variety, the app has been taken up by a growing

dedicated corps of Australian spider
enthusiasts (and professionals!) as well. The
benefit of a digital medium has been most
evident when it comes to the sheer space
we have to describe each spider in detail,
including notes on its behaviour, variation,
egg sac and even its aptitude for climbing.
It also gives us agility in regards to everchanging taxonomy and newly described
species. Spidentify’s folders these days are
filled with more perplexing or undescribed
species than we know what to do with,
resulting in an increasing number of days
spent hunched over the microscope and a
slight twitch as we pass any habitat that
could be concealing an as yet uncatalogued
species. I’m not sure I’ll be able to ever get rid of
this condition, and I’m not sure I should.

A male Brush-footed Trapdoor (Idiommata sp.) one of
many spider images we were able to add to Spidentify
after improvements were made since release. caitlin
henderson, minibeast wildlife

One of the most
commonly enquired-about
spiders is the Garden Orbweaver, whose large size
and level of hair gives a lot
of people a shock. caitlin
henderson, minibeast wildlife

A personal favourite, the Ornate Crab Spider (Poecilothomisus
speciosus) is rarely seen but impossible to mistake. It’s known
for its habit of taking on enormous prey including Huntsman
spiders. alan henderson, minibeast wildlife
16
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Absence makes the heart grow fonder
If this old saw still has teeth, the hearts of
arachnologists must be very fond indeed.
It has been an absence of seven years since
the most recent previous meeting of the
Australasian Arachnological Society.

I

n just a few short weeks, a meeting
of the Australasian Arachnological
Society will be held in Brisbane. This
has been arranged with the kind assistance
and encouragement of the 2019 Australian
Entomological Society 50th AGM and
Scientific Conference, the main venue being
the Brisbane Convention and Exhibition
Centre. Also participating is our sister
organisation, the Society of Australian
Systematic Biologists.
The Australasian Arachnological Society
meeting is scheduled for 5:30 – 6:00 pm on
Monday afternoon, 2 December, 2019.
Conference activities run from Saturday
30 November, starting with an all-day
Career Development Workshop for Women.
Business winds up at 5:00 pm Wednesday 4
December.
Sunday 1 December features a preconference tour to the Bribie Island Butterfly
House. Sunday registrations will be open
at 2:00 – 5:00 pm followed by a welcome
function at Queensland Museum.
Of particular interest to arachnologists,
the Tuesday 2 December afternoon keynote
presentation at 1:15 pm is by Owen Seeman
in Plaza Room 8. The topic is Mites on
insects: the other other 99%?

18

Opposite: Megisthanus
leviathanicus, photos
by Jeff Wright,
published in the
International Journal
of Acarology. The male
(top) is the world’s
biggest Mesostigmata,
just pipping 5 mm (not
including the legs). It
was undescribed until
2017. I knew them from
my PhD (1990s), but at
that time I had no idea
how to identify them.
– Owen Seeman
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even more
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Argiope radon: a
range extension?
These photos of Argiope radon from Gregory River were
a surprise to Graham Winterflood. He was not expecting
to see the species in Queensland. Indeed, there are no
Queensland records fo Argiope radon in the Atlas of
Living Australia. This sighting was also interesting in
showing a scant but distinct cruciform stabilimentum, not
often seen in this species.

An Argiope sp. photo taken at Gibbs Creek between
Petford and Irvinebank. Graham Winterflood has
found four species of Argiope at the location, namely
A. mascordi, A. ocyaloides, A. picta, and a yet to be
verified A. aetherea. graham winterflood

20
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Argiope picta: A pre and post
moult juvenile in transition.
The top image below, from 13 September 2019,
depicts a juvenile’s cruciate stabilimentum with a
hollow centre. On 14 September (middle image)
silk has been added and the centre has been filled.
The bottom image from 17 September shows
notably reduced silk and a hollow centre again. After
moulting, the abdomen size has become relatively
smaller, while leg length proportional to body
length has increased. graham winterflood
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Stabilementa from top down then opposite, Argiope
ocyaloides, A. mascordi, A. mascordi, A. katherina and
A. keyserlingi.

Documenting stabilimenta types

A

lexander Kerr is a biologist at the
University of Guam. Among other things
he is interested in spiders, especially
the ecology and systematics of spiders found in
Micronesia.
In the area of spider biology, Alexander is
firing up a project to look at web decorating
in Argiope across the Pacific. As part of
summarising what’s known, he is compiling a
table of stabilimenta ‘types’ for the genus.
As a general call to Australian arachnologists,
Alexander is seeking information on decoration
types of several Australian species, notably A.

dietrichae, A. katherina and A. kochi. If you
have photographs or other documentation,
please consider sending info to alexander.kerr@
aya.yale.edu
For Alex’s progress see Kerr, A. M. 2018.
Illustrated field guide to the Argiope spiders
(Araneidae) of the western Pacific islands,
including a bibliography of web-decorating
behaviour in orb-weaving spiders. University
of Guam Marine Laboratory Technical Report
164: 1-54. https://www.researchgate.net/
publication/332603927/
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All the colours of Rainbow Beach
combined.
The key to this result was the
choice of the 2019 sampling sites, the
ecosystems being distinctly different
from previously. In 2018 we had
looked in low-lying coastal scrub
at Carlo Point, along Seary’s Creek and at
Inskip Point. This time we searched in Bymien’s
subtropical littoral rainforest and at The Fens,
a freshwater lake system surrounded by sandy
wallum.
Our survey of both sites was by no means
exhaustive and many more new species are
surely yet to be discovered at these locations.
One is saddened by the fact that Australian
funding for taxonomy is so meagre it may take
years for these new species to be described, if
ever.
Of the 100 specimens kept for further

The 2019 Cooloola Coast BioBlitz, organised out
of Rainbow Beach, Queensland, did what seemed
impossible after the first one in 2018. It produced even
more new spider species. Robert Whyte reports.

A

fter the discovery of 37 new spider
species at the Cooloola 2018 BioBlitz
created a media frenzy across radio, TV,
and online, I was not expecting to see anything
like those numbers from our second Cooloola
BioBlitz in May 2019. Surely we would find
mostly the same spiders as before?
As it turned out, we saw an amazingly small
overlap of new species in both expeditions.
Of another 41 new species, only two had been
already found in August the previous year. This
meant 39 were new, resulting in a staggering
total of 78 new species from the two BioBlitzes

Above: a juvenile female and a male adult Thomisus spectabilis, a crab spider. Below: Centrothele loricata, an
impressively large lamponid not often shown in quality photographs. robert whyte

A new Steatoda (or sister genus) sp. nicknamed ‘Whiteslash’ — extremely
common at The Fens site. robert whyte
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investigation some were known to science, but
great finds, giving us our first live photographs
of hard-to-find taxa. These included the
lamponid Centrothele lorata, the araneid
Cyclosa apoblepta, the corinnid Battalus
wallum and the pholcid Wugigarra yawai.
But what about those new species? There
were so many. Easily the most exciting was a
tiny tetragnathid Dolichgnatha sp. This gave us
the first Australian photo of a live specimen of
the “true” Dolichognatha with four humps.
A new species already known to us, Steatoda
Whiteslash was known to us, depicted to us
on page 345 of A Field Guide to Spiders of
Australia (Whyte & Anderson 2017), notable for
the large number of specimens observed at the
Fens, one in almost every grass clump. Similarly
the Mysmenid and the Orchestina sp. have been
reported before but not yet described.
Barraina and Tara Jumpers were easy

to spot as papers
describing these are
being prepared by
us, similarly with the
hadrotarsines and the
two Tharrhalea. The
missing female for
the already described
Helpis foelixi was a
great find.
John Sinclair died after the first Cooloola Bio
Blitz and before the second one. He was deeply
missed for his enthusiasm and knowledge. He
left behind many fond, enlightening and often
life-changing memories for all of us who knew
him.
Above John Sinclair. Below Robert Whyte (in the bug
shirt) with young arachnologists Liam Bromley (to his
right) and Alex Robinson (behind) mark crocker.

A Dolichgnatha sp. nov., the first Australian photo of a live specimen of the
sensu stricto “true” Dolichognatha with four humps. robert whyte
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A new Opisthoncus sp. possibly the undescribed Opisthoncus barbipalpis
female robert whyte
28
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A Barraina sp. nov., one of a group well known to Barry Richardson. Note the
iridescent blue highlights on the femurs. robert whyte
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A Peruvian nose ornament with spiders dating from
the 1st century BCE, now at the Metropolitan Museum
of Art in New York City. It was in the collection of
Gabriella Passamonti, Baroness von Schoeler, Lima,
Peru, until 1967 then in the collection of Nelson A.
Rockefeller, New York. It was loaned to the Museum of
Primitive Art, New York from 1967–1978.
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